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SUMMARY
Digital games can be potent problem solving environments which
afford discovery learning through thoughtful exploration [1, 2].
As such, game microworlds facilitate self-regulated learning
through sandbox elements in which students have agency in
individualizing their pathways of interaction [3]. These agencydriven environments can support learning via individual discovery
of problem space constraints and solutions, particularly through
boundary testing and productive failure [cf. 4]. Thus, modeling of
user interaction in digital learning games can provide considerable
insight into emergent trajectories of discovery-based progression,
in which equally engaged players may interact differently with the
system. To this end, this research leverages educational data
mining (EDM) [5] to investigate organic player trajectories of
thoughtful exploration (around boundary testing and productive
failure) in a learning gamespace. We align behavioral coding with
log file data to automatically detect sequences of thoughtful
exploration (TE) in play. Results include a robust predictive
model of event-stream TE, with multiple trajectories of emergent
student behavior—offering insight into organic learning pathways
through the game-based problem space, and informing iterative
design in optimization of user experience and student
engagement.
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1. METHODS
This study investigates thoughtful exploration in emergent
learning trajectories of students in educational games, specifically
in the STEM game Progenitor X. Progenitor is a biology game
developed by the Games+Learning+Society (GLS) center at UWMadison1. As a regenerative biologist, the player must save
infected patients from a zombie epidemic by using stem cell
science to regenerate healthy tissue and organs. Key virtual lab
procedures include starting with base cells, treating them, and
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collecting the transformed cells. This core loop occurs in
increasing difficulty in three systems-level biology layers: cell,
tissue and organ phases. 110 middle school students played
Progenitor at the Wisconsin Institute for Discovery as a part a
public summer school program. Students completed a pre- and
post- survey after an hour-long game session, which included
biology items and demographic questions (e.g. grade level,
gender, and gaming habits). Student choices within play were
captured in the form of log file data; this was driven by ADAGE
[6], an event-stream data framework designed to capture salient
learning data in educational games.

1.1 Analysis Methods: Building a Detector for
Thoughtful Exploration in Progenitor X
Prediction modeling in Progenitor was used to build a behavior
detector, an automated model that can infer from log files whether
a student is behaving in a certain way [e.g. 7]. These models can
be employed to detect a variety of student behavior aspects,
including affect and performance [e.g. 8, 9]. Detectors often
leverage human judgment of student behavior, in a process used
to train models which can then replicate that judgment. In this
study, the analysis process includes: 1) distilling salient data
features; 2) identifying instances of the behavior through human
evaluation; and 3) predictive modeling with synchronized log file
data.

1.1.1 Feature Distillation
Distilling event-stream data into salient features for analysis is
vital in data mining for user modeling. In Progenitor, game
progress markers helped guide feature distillation (including eight
broad gameplay objectives, with multiple lab cycles in each).
Figure 1 summarizes final features, with objectives and cycles
corresponding to event-stream interaction, organized by
progression (game navigation) and performance (success/failure).

Figure 1. Summary of base data features.

1.1.2 Coding for Thoughtful Exploration

2. RESULTS

These data enabled evaluation of the target behavior: thoughtful
exploration (TE). In recent research, "exploratory behavior" has
proven central to learning growth [10], in natural alignment with
game-based learning environments [1, 3]. The construct of
productive failure in these contexts emphasizes opportunities to
explore constraints of a problem space, and test multiple solution
methods [cf. 4]. Since boundary-testing and failing forward can be
central to productive learning contexts [e.g. 10, 4]—and games
support exploration-based discovery of problem space constraints
[2]—the construct of thoughtful exploration emerges as a
behavior of focus. Broadly, the target construct here entails
investigating system tools, discovering constraints, and testing
solutions within the game's learning space.

Ultimately, M5’ produced the best model performance, achieving
a cross-validated correlation of .627, comparable to levels in
similar detector models [e.g. 9]. Output is shown below.

For TE detection, researchers observed a stream of student actions
and identified instances of the behavior. For observing this
stream, text replays (a text-based representation of student action
during a given span of play) were utilized for their efficiency and
accuracy [11]. Text replay clip size for Progenitor X was one
objective, shown for one player at a time. Clip features displayed
sequences of key laboratory actions, along with all UI interactions
and context (time, position, etc.). Performance data was also
displayed, including quit, re-start, and completion (see Figure 1).
Through the use of these text replays, player actions were
observed and evaluated for the target behavior with the binary
coding schema “thoughtful exploration” (TE) or “not thoughtful
exploration” (no_TE). Acceptable inter-rater reliability was
achieved between coders, yielding a Cohen's ᴋ [12] of .908.

1.1.3 Behavior Prediction: the TE Detection Model
The final predictive model aligned input variables (1.1.1) with
behavioral outcome variables (1.1.2). The TE detector was built
using WEKA, a standard tool for data mining. Aligned to the
outcome variable (number of TE instances per student), a set of
algorithms were selected accordingly: RepTREE, linear
regression, K*, and M5'. Models were cross-validated at the
student level (the unit of analysis). A single final model was
chosen based on the goodness metric of a cross-validated Pearson
correlation.

Figure 2. The Progenitor X detector of thoughtful exploration.

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper presents a predictive student model that serves as a
real-time detector of thoughtful exploration in Progenitor, using
an EDM approach to reveal organic trajectories of student
behavior. The M5' detector yielded several branches of play
interactions in relationship to thoughtful exploration, revealing
multiple emergent user trajectories. Future research entails deeper
investigation of students within each branch. Mining these
emergent, varied user models also has strong design implications.
These data-driven insights fuel the potential for highly effective,
game-based adaptive learning systems—which can respond to the
exploration and discovery-based learning inherent to games, and
optimize personalized, engaging student experiences at scale.
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